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their faith never produced watermelons,

squashes, cucumbers, nor anything else.

Now, works will produce faith, and works

will produce good trees and good fruit.

We dedicate and consecrate the wine

or water that we partake of in the sacra-

ment, and we also dedicate the bread to

the Lord; and it should be just so with

everything: it should all be dedicated to

the Lord; and upon all that we do and

put our hands unto, we should ask his

blessings. We should never meddle with

anything on this earth that we cannot

lay our hands upon and bless and ded-

icate and consecrate to the Lord, that it

may be for the accomplishment of what it

is designed, and produce the very effects

that we desire.

I could talk about a great many sim-

ple things of this kind, but you laugh.

When I talk about such things as cu-

cumbers and watermelons, many laugh,

and I hate to be laughed at when I am

telling the honest truth and speaking of

the simple things of the kingdom of God.

Bless you, this world was made out of

small things. I was small, indeed, when

I was in the loins of my father Adam; I

must have been very small, and so must

you, for you were all there: but here I

am, a grown man, and, perhaps, nearly

as large as Father Adam was. Perhaps I

am not so large: I may have become de-

generated; but be that as it may, I know

that I am here.

Brethren, go and dedicate your gar-

dens, and when you get a tree that you

want to set out, dedicate the ground, the

root, and the elements that you are going

to place around it, and ask God to fill it

with warmth and with power to vegetate.

Dedicate the seed that you are going to

put into the earth, and then dedicate the

earth, and nourish it when it springs

forth, especially in a cold soil; and do

not say that it cannot be quickened,

for I say it can. There can be substances

such as bones, ashes, lime, old hats, and

old boots and shoes, and everything that

you can get into it will tend to quicken

it; and why will this be the case? Be-

cause you have asked God to bless it, and

because you have put works with your

faith. By pursuing this course, you can

produce apples and peaches on the low

as well as on the high lands. Do I believe

that the character and course of this peo-

ple will cause the earth to produce things

that require a warm climate? Yes—the

earth will be like the people who inhabit

it; and it is the duty of us all to go to work

and practice accordingly.

Can you produce flax in this coun-

try? Can you produce it, unless you go to

work and put in the seed? Can you pro-

duce wheat, unless you plough the land,

put in the seed, and then irrigate it? Do

I believe that this land will produce cot-

ton? Yes, just as well as the land down

in the southern country: God can change

the climate for the benefit and salvation

of his Saints.

There never was an ear of corn raised

here till we came, and nobody would be-

lieve that we could raise any. Bridger

offered brother Brigham a thousand dol-

lars for an ear of corn raised in the valley.

The mountaineers had not confidence

enough in God to put the seed into the

earth; but we have almost produced any-

thing that we have tried, and there has

been cotton raised up north in this valley.

Bless you, it is colder up north than it is

here. Can we raise madder here? Yes,

every one can raise it in their gardens,

and it can be raised as easily as your

beds of flowers. I cannot remember the

names of them; but it can be raised upon

the same principle that your flowers are

raised; and so can silk, only the tree is

first raised, and the worm eats the leaves

of the tree, and then produces the silk.


